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Hello, I’m James.
I’m a disabled artist, originally from
Burnley (that’s me on the right in the
photo). For the month of November,
I’m working with local arts organisation
Heart of Glass to create a place to come
together to support everybody’s
mental health.
This space will have tea, chats
and moments to relax. We’ve invited
some local, national and international
artists and friends to make things for
this place. It’s also a place where you
can organise your own activities, if you
want. Like most people many of these
artists have struggled with their mental
health and now create amazing projects
that try to help us care for ourselves and
each other. Sometimes heartfelt,
definitely something silly.
Join us for this autumn festival, made
with and for the people of St Helens.
Everything is free and everyone is
welcome. Pop in for a brew, and have
a look around. Or come to one of the
many events in this programme.
Image Madlove Take Over co-curators
from left to right: Emily Gee, Mary Osborn,
James Leadbitter

A Madlove
Take Over
1 — 30 Nov
FREE
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Unit 2,
The Hardshaw
Centre, Church
Street, St Helens
Tue to Sat
11am to 6pm
Featuring
p05 An invasion of
Madness’ monsters
p06 A map of places
that care
p10 A café of
community
p16 Free films,
comedy & cabaret
p07 Nourishing teas
& supportive chats

#takeoversthelens
heartofglass.org.uk
@theheartofglass
@ourheartofglass
@ourheartofglass
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Jess Thom
Stand Up,
Sit Down,
Roll Over
1 November
6.30pm – 7.30pm
FREE (booking required)
Writer, artist and part-time superhero
Jess Thom takes to the stage in her first
ever solo stand-up show. Stand Up, Sit
Down, Roll Over is a work in progress from
a comedian whose unique neurology makes
it impossible for her to stay on script. Jess
has Tourettes Syndrome, which means she
says “Biscuit” 16,000 times a day. Come and
find out what happens when the most
persistent heckler is also the main act.
Jess is one of the 10% of people with
Tourettes who has obscene tics. As a
result, some content may cause offence.
But this is stand-up so you know
that already!
Image by James Lyndsay

Hana Madness with
Change Grow Live (CGL)
Into Us
Award-winning Indonesian artist
and campaigner Hana Madness
took up residence with CGL
during the summer. Together
they created a series of colourful
characters, that share stories
of recovery and how we are
understood by our community.
Alongside this new work, Hana
will be presenting a series of
paintings which explore her
own experiences of mental
health. Come and meet these
madness monsters and have
a go at making your own.
This project was made possible by
assistance from the National Organising
Committee for Indonesia as Market Focus
Country at the 2019 London Book Fair.
With special thanks to Rob Powell and
all of the staff and clients at CGL.
Image by Hana Madness
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Hwa Young Jung
with communities
of St Helens
The Care Map
of St Helens
1 – 30 November,
just drop in
A cafe, a library, a weekly meet-up
or a park bench with a mate?
Where do you find sanctuary in
St Helens? The Care Map of St
Helens project celebrates those
special spaces and places in our
town that offer support, advice
and care. Created through
conversations and workshops
with local people and community
groups, it highlights the many
ways we care for one another.
A practical tool for support and
information, it also acknowledges
those places that no longer exist.
With special thanks to all
of the people who shared their
spaces and places of care with us.
Image by Sebastian Herman

Additional
workshop with
Kate Hodgson
23 November
12pm – 4pm
Screen-print your
own Care Map of
St Helens tea towel
to take home!

Yara + Davina
with communities
of Clock Face
Tea For St Helens
1 – 30 November,
kettle on every day
Have a brew with us...
Making a cuppa is a simple act that
can bring people together: familiar,
comforting, therapeutic and
welcoming. Artists Yara and Davina
have been working with communities
in Clock Face to develop a special
custom tea blend to share during
Take Over and beyond. An act to
remind us of the importance of
community, Tea For St Helens
is about the radical potential
of coming together.
With special thanks to Nikki and Cath
at Torus Foundation.
Image by Davina Drummond
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Dolly Sen
Mr Men do Psychiatry
1 – 30 November,
Exhibition
Dolly is an artist based in Norfolk
whose work subverts perceptions
around madness. For Take Over we
are excited to be exhibiting Mr Men
do Psychiatry, a series of images
which parody psychiatry and
mental health care in the UK.
Image by Theo McInnes

Kim Noble
But One Day
1 – 30 November,
Daily screenings FREE
Kim Noble, self-described ‘cleaner
and a sort of video artist’ (as well
as award-winning comedian)
presents But One Day, a short film
about love, loss and loneliness.
Image by Kim Noble
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Lois Weaver
with St Helens U3A
Care Café
1 – 30 November,
just drop in
Lois takes familiar spaces
like porches and dinner tables
and reimagines them as safe
environments for public
conversation, where everyone
has a chance to wonder out loud
or take a seat at the table. Lois
created the Care Café as a place
for people to gather, to sit at
small cafe tables and to talk
with friends or even strangers
under an awning of care.
With special thanks to members
of St Helens U3A
Image by Lois Weaver

Joanne Lyne, Angela
Samata and Lisa Vint
with Mark Storor
The Suicide Chronicles:
Chronicle One

The Suicide
Chronicles are
dedicated to those
who have lost
their lives and to
those who have
been affected
by suicide.

1 – 30 November
See website for screening times

Film
Chris Keenan
Photography
Stephen King
Sound
Jules Maxwell

Suicide can be a very public death,
whilst simultaneously an intense
private experience for those who
grieve. In Chronicle One, three
women reclaim this experience
and give an audience public
access to a private world. The
Suicide Chronicles is a long-term
collaborative artistic project
created in St Helens, which
currently has the highest suicide
rates in England and Wales. The
project seeks to address the lack
of an effective language through
which we can publicly discuss
this issue.

With special
thanks to SoBS
(Survivors of
Bereavement by
Suicide) St Helens.
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Cathy Cross
Den Building
for Grown ups
9 November, 2pm – 6pm
FREE (booking required) 18+
A place you create for yourself,
a space to relax in, escape to or just
have fun in… dens aren’t just for kids*.
Join artist Cathy Cross as she proves
magical spaces can be built anywhere,
out of anything. Build your own
perfect den using special materials,
music and light.
This workshop is designed for adults 18+
If you require childcare to participate
please get in touch before booking.
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Kitty O’Shea
Kitty’s Pick n’ Mix
Performance Night
21 November, 6pm – 8.30pm
FREE (booking required)
Local lass Kitty O’Shea has organised
this event to create a cozy space for poets,
musicians and other performers to share
what they do with a friendly audience.
There will be plenty of laughs and time for
a chat. We hope you can join us and help
each other to fend off the winter blues.
Come alone or with friends, we will make
sure you feel welcome and introduce
you to others that attend.
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Rory Pilgrim
Software
Garden
1 – 30 November,
Screening throughout
the festival
Nurtured over two years of
collaboration, workshops, and
live concerts, Software Garden
is a music video album which
asks how we meet and create
connection from both behind and
beyond our screens. The piece is
narrated by poet and disability
advocate Carol R. Kallend, who
questions if it is possible to create
spaces that unite the human,
ecological and technological with
basic principles of empathy, care
and kindness.
With special thanks to Carol R. Kallend
(Poetry), Robyn Haddon (Singer and
Co-writer), Casper-Malte Augusta (Dancer,
Choreographer and Movement Facilitator),
Daisy Rodrigues (Singer and Rapper)
Image Courtesy of Andriesse-Eyck Galerie

the vacuum cleaner
How Can We
Do This Better?
29 November, 1pm – 4.30pm
FREE (booking required)
Take Over organiser and mental
health activist the vacuum
cleaner (James Leadbitter)
presents a chance for everyone
affected by mental health in
St Helens to be in the same room
to consider ‘How Can We Do This
Better?’ How can we work better
together, to support each other,
to improve mental health care?
It will be informal, fun and very
creative. Everyone is welcome.
Part of Bethlem Galleries Mental
Health and Justice programme,
funded by Wellcome Trust.
Image the vacuum cleaner
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Open Programme,
Closing Party and more
1 – 30 November
See website for details
Need a space for your choir’s rehearsals?
Want to test out your poetry on an audience?
Fancy a different environment for a book club
meet-up? We’d love to host you. Get in touch
with your ideas for the Madlove Take Over
space and share your passion with others
(rhyannon@heartofglass.org.uk / 01744 453163).
We’ll also be screening a series of films
throughout Take Over - from classic gems to
new discoveries. Come by for popcorn and flicks.
Then, we’ll say goodbye to the Madlove
Take Over on 30 November with cake
and tunes. Come and teach Kitty O’Shea
how to bake a cake (she hasn’t made
one since school) and spin your
favourite record.

Produced by:

A Madlove Take Over is curated
and produced by Heart of Glass,
the vacuum cleaner and Mary
Osborn (Artsadmin) with the
support and collaboration of
individuals, organisations and
communities across St Helens.
The Madlove environment is
designed and produced Sascha
Gilmour and the vacuum
cleaner’s team.
The space is hosted by a team
of awesome people.
All photos (unless otherwise
stated) by Stephen King.

FUNDERS

SPECIAL THANKS
Change Grow Live (CGL), Torus Foundation, Survivors of
Bereavement by Suicide (SoBS) St Helens, St Helens University
of the Third Age (U3A), the Hardshaw Centre, Inglenook Farm,
Reverend Janet Ashton and to all of the artists involved
in this year’s festival.
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A large print
version of the
following venue
information
is available.

Access Information

• The whole unit has flat access
from Church Street and the
Hardshaw Shopping Centre.
• Flat wheelchair accessible toilet
in the Hardshaw Centre, please
note this does not include a hoist
or a changing table		
• Baby changing facilities are
About the Madlove
available here too.
Take Over space
• The nearest car park is Hardshaw
Shopping Centre (free parking on
We aim to create a safe, welcoming
Sundays, 6 disabled spaces, centre
accessible space. If your access needs
open hours only) and Chalon Way
aren’t covered below, contact our
Shopping Centre (18 places in
team on email, text or phone total, 6 places after 6pm). Free
rhyannon@heartofglass.org.uk /
parking for Blue Badge holders
01744 453163 and we’ll do our very
on street in pay and display bays
best to make arrangements for you.
(clocks must be displayed). Pick
ups and drop offs available on
What to expect
Hall Street, approx. 20 metres
from the entrance. For more 		
• It’s a big open shop unit. The 		
information call: 01744 676976
space will be relaxed so you can
• The central bus stations and St
make noise and move around as
Helens Central train station are
you need.
both within five minutes walk 		
• There will be chairs and tables, as
from the venue.
well as soft furnishings that you
• An audio induction loop system
can sit on and move if you like.
is available for events, please let
• The space contains artworks 		
us know in advance of your visit
which include video and audio
if you require this.
as well as different lighting 		
• BSL interpretation is available 		
conditions and scents - if you’d 		
for Stand Up, Sit Down, Roll Over.
like specific information about
Please let us know in advance 		
what is in the space please get
if you need interpretation for any
in touch
other Take Over events.
• Guide and therapy dogs are
welcome in the space.
• The space is Breast-feeding 		
friendly.
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Apps

Samaritans: 116123
A safe place for you to talk
anytime (24hr free).

Suicide prevention
Available on Google Play and
Apple App Store now.

Papyrus: 0800 068 41 41
Prevention of Young Suicide
(free & confidential).

Stay Alive App
Packed full of useful information
and tools to help you stay safe
in a crisis.

AMPARO: 0330 088 9255
Support for anyone affected by
a suspected or actual suicide.
Shout: text 85258
The UK’s first text support
service for anyone in crisis,
anywhere, anytime.

Calm Harm App
Tasks, information & support to help
you resist the urge to self-harm.

Hi. We’re Heart of Glass,
a St Helens-based collaborative
and social arts agency.
We believe that art has the
power to bring us together and
create real change, for the people
of our community, and the place
we call home. Through collaboration
and conversation, we bring amazing
art projects to the most surprising
of spaces throughout St Helens
and beyond.
Our philosophy is simple:
art belongs everywhere, to everyone.

Join us at
heartofglass.org.uk
@theheartofglass
@ourheartofglass
@ourheartofglass
Image Army of Beauty.
Part of Baa Baa Baric:
Have You Any Pull?
Created by artist Mark
Storor and St Helens
communities

